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GONSIDER tHE ADVANTA GES 

OF 

STEEL ROOFING 
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Manufacturers of 
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IRON ROOFING. 

HIS firm has been manufacturing Iron Roofing for 

fourteen years, and in all that time has produced 

lron Roofing of the most uniformly good quality; this 

has been accomplished by the use of the best material   
and the most careful selection of the sheets, rejecting   

all imperfect doubtful sheets. 

From the peculiar manner in which Sheet Iron is 

produced from pig or scrap iron, there is great liabil- 

ity of fireclay and cinder being rolled into the sheets 

and creating imperfections. That our roofing has 

been so uniformly good is due to our careful examina- 

tion of sheets and rejection of doubtful material. 

Nevertheless some imperfections may exist in the 

sheets, which time and wear on the roof can only bring 

out. 
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STCGCGL ROOFING. 

N.1885 we commenced to make Steel Roofing. In 

the six years we have been using it we have found 

practically no imperfect sheets, and the wear of many 

steel roofs have failed to develop any imperfections. 
  

We therefore recommend it highly in preference to 

lron, although we have many Iron Roofs, now in use 

fourteen years, and which are likely to last many years 

more. 

The advantages of Steel over Iron for Roofing may 

be briefly summarized as follows : 

A purer metal.   

Sheets practically free from imperfections.   

Sheets which can be doubly seamed if necessary.   

To make a good roof you must have good material. 

recommend it to you. 

Yours truly, 

W.G. HYNDMAN & CO. 
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